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The renewed advocacy of the indigenization id~ology to replace con
ventional approaches to development has now. become a popular declaration
in developing countries.·/t emphasizes the human and social goals of develop

. ment as spell~d out in theconstitutions.of most developing countries. Assum
ing the complexity of the term indigenizationand the process that it entails
in dealing with development, the study elucidates .on the concept and the

. process by focusing on the indigenous institutions as an alternate approach
to rural development: The indigenous pudon and pangu institutions oj the
upland community of Kalingain Northern Luzon are particularly selected
as cases to show ·some significant .characteristics'of indigenization in the light
of the need to stimulate further considerations of alternative approaches to
and policies on rural development.

Introduction

This study analyzes the viability of indigenous institutions as an ap-
. proach to rural development. The pangu (economic organization) and the \
pudon (peace pact) institutions of Kalinga, Northern Luzon are selected
as case. studies not only because of their highly indigenous characteristics
and their meaning-giving role to the lifestyle of the Kalinga community
but also because of the familiarity of the subject matter to the writer who is
a native of the Kalinga community..

This paper argues the need to stimulate further discussion and analysis
on alternative approaches to. rural development among which is indigeniza
tion or indigenous institutions. At this point in history when Third World
countries are in search of development alternatives to improve the life con
ditions of the rural poor, it is deemed appropriate to examine the potentials
of indigenous institutions in the development process.

*Researcher, Local Government Center, College of Public Administration, Univer-
sity of the Philippines, Manila. .
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Concepts of Indigenization and Indigenous Institutions'"

•
In this study, indigenous institutions are defined as living (meaning

giving) traditions encompassing genuine beliefs and customary practices,
forged with socio-cultural values that are responsive to human needs. So
closely interwoven are indigenous institutions with the structure of society
that they become virtually the dynamic and unifying principles of fulfilling
various functions-economic, political, sociocultural-that preserve the
general social order. Steeped in tradition for generations, indigenous insti
tutions strongly bind community life through shared goals into a cohesive
structure.

This definition is based on the doctrine of indigenization which en
courages a return to authentic values and traditions which have shaped for
many generations the religious, social and national life of the people, a
rediscovering of .the cultural genius of the people which are identified as

, truly their own. In a similar formulation, indigenization means

coming to our understanding and appreciation of those values-that are dis
tinctively the 'group's own rather than those that have been borrowed from
others or, still worse, imposed on the group by others. It has to do with
genuineness and authenticity; it has also to do with going in the directions
that the group itself chooses as most appropriate and natural for it.1

The term "indigenization" first became current in Africa but confined
only to rhetorical circles. Its significance and relevance to development
was recognized during the 1950's and 1960's when it evolved first as a move
ment among social scientists of the Third World countries: In its early for
mulation, proponents of the movement questioned the limitations of the
growth-model strategy of Western development being followed in the devel
oping countries. In agriculture and rural development, possession of conven
tional technological knowledge was not enough to achieve overall economic
development, particularly in the economic and social transformation of rural
areas. This had to be buttressed with knowledge of some socio-cultural
factors such as family and village organizations, values and norms of people."

Finding fault and dissatisfaction. with conventional models of develop
ment, indigenization became a "revolt against domination of Western con
cepts, theories and methodologies which are decried as unsuitable .and irre

.levant in the Asian context."! Indigenization calls for a new self-awareness

*For a detailed treatment of the concept of indigenizatioii, please refer to Philip
pine Journal of Public Administration, Special IssuerVol. XXVIII, Nos. 1 & 2, (January
1984 ).
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for the purpose of exploring new paradigms, theories and concepts that are
relevant in understanding human societies." This imperative is inspired
by the need to liberate the Third World from too much dependence on
borrowed models in order to give significance to development within histo
rico-cultural roots that signify self-pride, self-respect, self-identity and self
reliance." Clearly, indigenization rejects the colonial consciousness which has
long conditioned the intellectual framework of Third World countries in
their desire to develop. However, this attitude does not necessarily mean the
rejection of what is foreign or Western per se. Rather, the process of indige
nization throws off the overlay of foreign elements that prevent the indigenous
culture from developing and flourishing in accordance with its own dyna
mism and tendencies.P Instead of assuming it as a replacement to conven
tional approaches, indigenization encourages, as an alternative, the proper
blending of both indigenous and western or foreign approaches and strategies
towards a more comprehensive model, with the national level as the focal
point of this process." This "proper blending" process becomes the metho
dology of the indigenization approach.

In radical terms, the ideology of indigenization makes what is indigenous
the master and initiator of the blending process. The western culture or tech
nology sets its base in the national or indigenous culture where the former's
appropriateness and suitability for application in the local area are critically
examined by the latter. This idea has been similarly conceived as crucial in
the conscious pursuit of rural development goals." Understandably, indigeni
zation involves the construction of development paradigms that are distinct
from those of the conventional models. The distinction comes from the for
mer's own institutional capabilities and resources that reflect the world views,
experiences and problems of the people." Put in another way, indigenization
constitutes a revolution for relevance addressed against intellectual imperialism
and politico-economic domination by the developed countries which have
consistently obstructed the achievement of equity and social justice in rural
societies. • 0 It must be stressed that indigenization is a learning process
which emerges from the realization of developing countries that they are
not only capable of self-development but can also learn from the limita-
tions of foreign models .• •

In rural development, the commitment to indigenize is to launch a
direct attack on mass poverty. This concern has been emphasized in the
dynamic re-examination, re-thinking and re-definition of the content, focus
and institutional arrangements of development, giving substantial attention
to socio-cultural specifications} 2 Cultural identity, self-reliance and cer
tain forms of authenticity are now called for as factors in development. It is
argued that there is the "need to add to the patterns of analysis, a new
dimension of social concern" of development.' 3 Expressed in stronger
terms, attention is called to the discovery of development approaches that
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would focus on "the return of. man, to the, center. of the development
stage."!" As the central focus of development, man is to be proclaimed as

, both the subject and object of development; measured not only in terms.of
the GNP index, but also in view of. promoting social justice, quality of .life '
and welfare. 1 5 ' , ,

With the thrusts of rural development being as they are in the Third
World countries, indigenization lays heavy emphasison social and human

, factors since the human and social dimensions of rural development havenot
traditionally been accorded due importance. The development process must '
be in line with and within the level of thepeople to be developed. By defi
nition, "development is exactly what the word implies, a blossoming of what,
formerly existed. It is not imposition of alien forms intoa local, situation "
that leaves the people without understandingof theirpartiCipation.,,16 The
entireprocess of ruraldevelopment is, therefore, carried out only through
the inter-relationships of people. Its first and foremostconcernis the promo
tion of active and meaningful participation of those to bedeveloped iri arty
phase of development.' 7 Participation referred to here is an essential feature
of rural development. It makes people aware of what tasks or support to pro- ,
vide for, and the benefits to expect from the planning and implementation
stages. This is exactly the significance of indigenization, making social goal'
as the dominant priority as opposed to a situation wherein' a dispropor- '
tionate share of, the functions of rural, development and Tis benefits, is pre-
empted and siphoned off by alieris,18' '

'Pudo~ and Pango.as Indigenous fustitutiOlis
'. . . .

An e~amination of the indigenous institutions' of the upland com
munity of, Kalinga to show some of these characteristics of indigenization
will .be discussed in three themes, namely: first, to Identifythe criteria' for
evaluating their performance, on the basis of the specific goals and priority'",
given to various goals; second, to measure the performance of these indi-
genous institution's in terms of their responsiveness and effectiveness to the
general welfare of the Kalinga community; .and lastly, to examine their policy
implications in relation to national strategy for rural development. Specific-
ally, this includes a brief discussion of the provision for community partici-
pation, their capability to mobilize local resources for productive purposes,
and their effectiveness in deliveringbenefits, This framework is derived from
seminar on The Role 'of Rural Organizations in Rural Development in Asia of
Asian and Pacific'Development Administration Center (APDAC) in 1978. 1 9

,

The discussion of rural organizations and, rural development is limited to the
Upland Community of Kalinga-Apayao." ,

"'; .'
Formerly a sub-province of Mou~tain Pro~inces [which comprised then "

of Apayao, Bontoc, Ifugao.vllenguet), Kalinga became a separate province
in 1902. On June 19, 1966, Kalinga was merged with the subprovince of "
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Apayao by virtue of Republic Act (RA) No. 4695 to form the province of
Kalinga-Apayao. The province is bounded on the North by Ilocos Norte and
Cagayan, on the East by Cagayanand Isabela; on the South by .Mt. Province
(formerly Boritoc); and on the West by Abra and Ilocos Norte. With a land
area of 7,047.6 square kilometers, Kalinga-Apayao ranks 12th largest of the
country's 67 provinces, with a total population of 136,249, of which 99.7
percent are native born.? 0 Most of the terrains are uriiformly rugged, moun
tainous and hilly with a maximum elevation of 3,000 ft. above sea level and
some 2,000 ft. below the top range of the mountain wet-rice terraces.? 1

Generally, Kalinga-Apayao has a relatively warm climate and heavy wet
season, which is appropriate for agriculture. This is why hills and valleys are
covered with vegetation; and wherever there is relatively level land, it is in
tensively cultivated. The average annual rainfall is 2,500 mm, The peak rain-

• fall period is Julyto November. August is the wettest month with an-average
rainfall of 500 mm. The average annual temperature is about 80 degrees F
and warmest in May with temperature of 85° F. 22

A general, understanding of the Kalingas and Apayaos (except for the
half of the sub-province of Apayao in its Northern Part)23 should evolve
from the processes of adaptive techniques on the rice culture that developed
during the earlier history of the province. In fact, the culture in Kalinga, so
to speak, can be summarized as "rice culture, because from the cultivation
and production of rice arose the socio-political systems and other aspects of
the local culture, like religious beliefs and practices."? 4

•

The cultivation and production of rice is the primary source of survival
which up to this day, has characterized the area's predominantly subsistence
economy. In fact, what actually uplifted the province's way of life, and what
transformed its ecological configurations was the introduction of a techno
logy based on rice. Rice production occurs in two stages. The first is the uma
system in Kalinga term, or better known as haingin system in other parts of
the Philippines. Anthronoloaists describe the hainein svstam :ll;, thp rnnllnta;n

I rice swiddening on the stage of dry rice shifting cultivation characterized by
"la"111U/5 eU1U -uunUlI~ Lue-piant-llle-OI rnnsormountams. The other stage of
rice production called payaw in Kalinga, is the wet rice terracing technique
otherwise known as the paddy rice farming. The payaw is the most effective
means of providing a continuous and permanent supply of rice for the whole
of Kalinga. The southern Kalingas, particularly along the Chico River belt
have developed a technique of rice technology, namely, the wet-rice agri
culture."! The strategic topography and the fertile soil, which the Chico
River provides is suitable for growing rice and, therefore, conducive for wet
rice agriculture. In contrast, in the North-Western- Kalingas along the SUltan
RiverValley, rice is grown almost solely in kaingin.! 6 Their economic re
sources are supplemented by their preoccupation with beneficial trade
relations with lowland communities.
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The economic process, that is, the development of the rice agriculture

technology, followed closely the genesis.of socio-political organization. The
Kalingas who were originally food gatherers, and fishing and hunting groups,
were roaming bands of close-kin. At this stage, the loci of political authority
were the respective family heads, who governed and guided the bands to
places where food might be found. At the stage of dry-rice cultivation, these
same close-kin bands increased in number and settled down in scattered
kaingin plots of mountain swiddens. In their semi-sedentary life, the same
family heads constituted themselves into some kind of council of elders. This
council exercised the political authority of deciding for the group where
they should settle down for the next sojourn. Spatial or residential perma
nency and stability of sources ofsubsistence came only during the stage of
wet-rice cultivation. This gave rise to the aggregation of the formerly semi
sedentary bands into a settlement forming a cluster community called iii
(village) in the Kalinga language. Governed by the authority and leadership ..
of various kinship heads or papangat (leader, pangat in the singular) consti-
tuting some form of council of elders, the iii was self-subsistent, autonomous
and sovereign in its decisions. Esteban Magannon, a prominent anthropologist
and a pure Kalinga native himself, has described the structure and form of
the Kalinga iii in the following terms.

The Kalinga iii or village consists of the iii or community itself, the paddy
fields scattered over the nearby mountain valleys and plots of gradient flat
lands or hilly nooks, the mountain swiddens and vegetable gardens on the side
of the mountains and hills farther distant from the community, the fishing
and hunting grounds of the tribe, the pasture lands where the tribe tends its
cows and carabaos, and the forest reserves of the tribe. This is the universe
of the Kalinga. The limits of this universe extend horizontally and vertically
as far as the Kalinga can see and as far as his two feet can carry him. It is
indeed a very small world. However, the Kalinga feels happy; safe and secure
in this small universe. In short, it is .his home. And for him that is all that
matters. 2 7 ' • '

These il-ili (plural form of iii) are found on river banks, slope gradients,
hill and' mountain sides. Although these il-ili are self-subsistent, autonomous
and sovereign in ,themselves; they have established trade, commercial and
diplomatic 'relationships between and among themselves, through theinter-
iii peace pacts system called pudon in Kalinga. r ,

Socially, the Kalinga community is based on strong kinship relations.
The kinship group is the social unit among Kalingas. The kinship structure
comprises a grouping of families and clans which embraces a grouping of
relatives from eight pairs of great-great-grandparents ranging from first to
third degree of relations. Then, there is the bigger kinship community in the
village level formed by a functional aggrupation of family and clan kinship
groups. The larger social grouping is the Kalinga community which is charac
terized by strong consensus inter-iii or inter-village relationships. The first
two forms may be classified under the principle of tribal social organizations,

'.
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while the third form may belong to the territorial or regional organizational
principle.

Preservation of the social order is considered as a primordial tradition as
it is a commandment communicated and taught by Kabuniyan, the Kalinga
Supreme Deity. As a functional structure, it embraces all of the economic,
political, socio-cultural and religious factors that characterize the life of the
Kalinga community and its individual members. Ultimately, this goal is what
the law and customs and their (Kalingas') way of life must serve in order to
become meaningful and relevant.

It is a generally accepted belief by the Kalingas that every member
according to his ability and capacity based on his social standing must con
tribute to the achievement of a perfect cosmic community. The social
stratification comprises two major classes: baknang and lawa. The more
prosperous are referred to as the baknang class and the less prosperous, the
lawa class. Esteban Magannon observes that the social structure cannot pro
perly be understood without an appreciation of the Kalinga man's life.
According to Magannon, the Kalinga is, first of all, a member of the family,
a kinship group and the village community. The organizational bases of his
membership are birth and sanguinal affinity. By his membership, the Ka
linga not only shares the biological or genetical virtues and defects of his
ancestral line, but he also takes on himself the social and political responsi
bilities, obligations and liabilities and any other commitment which he owes
to the community, other tribes and to society beyond Kalinga land. Each
Kalinga, whether he belongs to the bahnang class or the lawa class is expected
to contribute to the general welfare of the Kalinga community." 8 This is a
living tradition in Kalinga where every member of the community is admitted
through the ceremonies and expressed rituals of the Kalinga initiation rite. 2 9

Succinctly, the Kalinga social life takes place within a set or rigidly ordained
relationships defined by tradition that revolves around the kinship system.
In its broader forms, meaning, inter-village community and villagecommunity
perspectives, the kinship system operates in thepudon andpangu institutions.

The pudon (peace pact) is the unit of political government in Kalinga.
In his observation among the various cultural communities of the Philippines,
Franklin Roy Barton believed that Kalinga possesses one of the most devel
oped political organizations as demonstrated by the pudon.e 0 Francisco
Billiet shares the same belief that the pudon is specifically a Kalinga devel
opment."!

The pudon has, as its principle of organization, an original blood tie
entered into by two lineages or tribal villages. In its definition, the pudon
includes, as a major requirement, the territory referred to as the iii (village).
In the treaty of agreement, the two contracting (iii) parties define in a set
of provisions their teritorial boundaries, the extent of trade and commerce
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between them, the respective political and social obligations towards each
other, and an. inventory of punishable crimes and their corresponding penal
ties. To the Kalingas, the pudon is a sacred pact, in which any violation of
it or any infringement of its provision must be severely punished. A Kalinga
would put it: any violation or infringementis like "eating one's flesh." The
mangdon attey pudon (holders of the pudon) are the principal brothers in
the kinship bond established between the two iii. The pudon holders are
either the papangat (village leaders) or prospective potential leaders in their .
respective village communities; Entrusted by their respective villages with the
authority to enforce the provisions of the pudon,the pudon holders, toge
therwith the council of elders; are vested with strong authority to decide, ar
bitrate, .adjudicate and punish violators of the pagta (Constitution of the
pudon). The rationale of the pudon is based on. the promotion of social
order which is consistently emphasized in its (pudon '8) social goals and the
dynamics of leadership capable of carrying out such goals.

As conceived by the Kalirigas, the social order governs man's existential
structure which constitutes the harmonious co-existence of man and his
spiritual world, meaning, man does not live only in space and time in the
community with his. fellowmen, but with Kabuniyan, 3 2 the deities and dead
ancestors. In fact, the spatial and the temporal divisions make the world
order, which do not only puts everything in its proper place but also facili
tates harmonious interactions between man 'and the deities. 3 3 .

This world view or the cosmic order is believed 'to have been communi
cated by Kabuniyan and is therefore a commandment that the Kalinga man
is obliged to live with. To every Kalinga,' this concept of social order is the
central philosophy and rationale of his existence. In real life, it is a world
that is meaningful and relevant, a home of happiness where all forms of
justice prevail. It is where man is. bound, as a religious duty and political
responsibility, to transcend the village community life. As a member of •
the community, by virtue of 'an initiation rite, an individual in his earlier
months or years is introduced and reinstated into an adult community and
into the world of spiritual and socio-cultural and political values. Since time
immemorial, the Kalingas believed that initiating the individual into this
world is a living tradition thatIs closely interwoven with the structure of
Kalinga society. Hence, it becomes virtually the dynamic and unifying
principle of fulfilling vital political and social functions. 3 4

It may be argued that the promotion of the social order and the dyna
mics of Kalinga leadership has contributed significantly to the preservation
of the indigenous identity of the 'Kalingas .as a strong political and social
community. Aside from being identified with social goals or the preservation .
of social order, Kalinga leadership is tied to the social structure: By virtue
of his initiation, the Kalinga man becomes a citizen of a kinship group, of
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the village, of the' Kalinga co~munity as aw~ole, ·and.of .hiSimmedi~te······
neighboring communities (Bontocs, .. Ifugaos, ', 'I'inggians, Ibanags, Tsnegs) :

. with whom he shares common culturaltraditions and customs. As a citizen
of these social aggrupations, he is calied to conform to the functional patterns..
of the social structure, .., .,

The ultimate function of thesocial structure requires the mutual res-."
ponsibilities and commitments of both 'individual kinshipmemberand the
community as a whole .towards the promotion of the social order.. Asa
functional structure, it embraces all the political.isocio-cultural andreligious "
factors that govern the life of. the Kalinga community arid its individual "
members. Ultimately, theachievement()f such goal is' what makes some"
existence meaningful and relevant.' Within the structure, every member
according to his ability and capacity must contribute towards the attainment . .
of a perfect cosmic community that. is generally characterized' by, social .'
equity and justice. Although the Kalingasocial organization. would indicate
a social stratificationvthere is nosuch.thingas moreor lesser functions.among .'.,
the baknang class and theldiva class, iri the same way that there is rio rich or .:
poor class attributes in Kalinga.I 5 . . ,

Similarly, it may be argued thatweaIth or economic prestige, or being a .
baknang is not always a criterion for assumingleadership. A lawa can also
become a leader by virtue of his wisdom recognized by the community. In'
fact, 'wisdom is the source of power and authority 'of a Kalinga leader: A
leader is believed to be wise. when he has proven to have lived the 'true arid
authentic Kalinga way. This calls for the leader's sustained charismatic striving,
for knowledge on the Kalinga culture and tradition which he 'has to live'

. faithfullyby example.. . '.
. .

Knowledge and example would, in turn, require one's loyalty to the
powers of the teachings of Kabuniyanwho is believed to have taught and
made the Kalinga man understand how to live a good life. In the Kalinga
traditiori, a leader must possess in the highest and most excellent degree the
moral qualities of self-discipline and self-respect, the virtues of generosity,
honesty, . trustworthiness and. kindness and, above all, truth and justice.
Moreover, the leader must display physical masculinity that. makes him a .:
.brave warrior. Besides bravery and counts of human. heads taken in .battle
(which are brought home and displayed for people to witness), the values
of compassion and 'benevolence in battle are important attributes of a war-.
rior among Kalirigas. In other words, Kabuniyan taught man the command
ments of authentic human existence. In actual life, the Kalinga leader uses'
his wisdom not to cause human injustice and unhappiness. According to the

. Kalingas, this constitutes the justification and rationale of a true leader;
provided however, that he is totally' committed to the preservation and
promotion of the social order.' . . '
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It is further recognized among the Kalingas that the leader must have
the ability to alter the behavior of people in order to promote what is good
for the, community. This requires competence as a teacher or adviser, or ,
councellor of tradition, and the power' of the leader to settle social or tribal
conflicts. Just like in formal education where skills are hard-earned, leader
ship skills in Kalinga are acquired through arduosity and endurance that
begin from the family to his kinship, groups, then to his village, then to the
larger Kalinga community or beyond Kalinga to the national society. This is
the reason why leadership among the Kalinga is a sacredYesponsibility,
where a leader is privileged to carryall the burdens and consequences of his
actions. The sacredness of leadership implies' the following: first, the people
have the power to mandate strong authority to the leader in the performance
of his roles that will be taken as binding; second, all the pronouncements
of the leader are rather more binding when' they are orally said than put in
writing;36 third; leadership is legitimized, not through electoral processes

, but by, consensus mandate to ensure accountability; and finally, leadership,
is not based on power but rather on strong authority.

In other words, individual members of the community who want to be
recognized as village leaders and holders of thepudon must possess the above
qualities and characteristics that best describe the dynamics of Kalinga
leadership. While the iii is administered by the papangat, together with a
council of elders, the inter-iii administration is assumed by the mangdon
attey pudon. Both papangat and mangdon attery pudon are highly respected
by the community because they speak with eloquence and wisdom. The
community seeks their advice in times' of trouble because their counsel
conforms with fundamental' customs. In both the administration of the iii
and the inter-iii communities, the concept of leadership does not encourage
the exercise of power which implies the use of force and coercion. By tradi
tion, the concept of strong authority has governed the Kalinga leadership
in the decision-making processes. Leadership is legitimized by fixed laws
based on customs and traditions set by the people. To a certain extent, this
is how the people participate in t he decision-making' and in the administra
tion of the community. '

In its function to preserve and promote the social order, the pudon has
the following characteristics: first, the pudon functions perfectlywithin the
Kalinga traditional social structure; second, 'it functions perfectly well
within the environmental (territorial) sentimenatality (within the Kalinga
area) where it is originally and traditionally instituted. As such, anypudon
that is transacted or contracted outside Kalinga may not work. Third, the
pagta (provisions) of the pUdonprovide exclusive measures in all matters
involving conflict settlements between the two contracting iii concerned.
This means the pudon makes and works effectively only if it is made to

•
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operate within a historical context, meaning, within the Kalinga traditional
concepts and world views.

Obviously, the pudon is confined to the internal governance of the
Kalinga society, and is so perfectly structured to respond to the general
welfare of the Kalingas. Since its institution during pre-Spanish times, the
pudon has proven to have preserved the political, social and economic
stability of the Kalinga society. A key term in the pudon is the consensus
to safeguard the indigenous identity of the Kalingas through the encourage
ment of strong unity among all Kalinga villages. This internal qualification
implies the extreme difficulty of external factors for accommodation and
integration without being subjected to traditional or customary control. It
is recurrently recounted by scholars that the pudon practice proved invul
nerable against Western colonization by the Spaniards and Americans and

• against potential exogenous factors that threatened the general social order
of the area.

Attempts by the Spaniards, for example, to bring the province within
the purview of Spanish central administration never succeeded, due to the
fact that the whole network of inter-ili-pudon had been fully mobilized and
accelerated at that time. The Kalinga tribes had effectively resisted Spanish
attempts at subjugation and colonization. The early Americans who entered
the province initially met the same strong opposition and resistance. Recog
nizing the difficulty of bringing them completely within the ambit of colo
nial rule, the Americans showed respect and understanding to the local cul
ture and population. This was the reason why the Americans gradually
established a foothold in the area." 7

The value of unity which is encouraged by the pudon operates more
effectively when the internal security or the social order is threatened by
an external factor. It functions in view of the Kalinga society as a whole.
For example, the pudon provides that if village A is attacked by an outside
(non-Kalinga) element, all villages from B to Z must join forces to fight
that external element in defending village A. This was the experience
during the Spanish and American colonial periods. At present this practice
is concretely observed in the case of the proposed Chico River Dam Project
in Kalinga. Villages A, Band C may be directly affected by the dam project
by being submerged under dam waters. But by virtue of the pudon, villages
D to Z also feel affected. Thus, the opposition to the dam project is not
only confined to the three villages directly affected' by the dam, but covers
the whole Kalinga people.

•

Another key term embodied in the pagta of the pudon is the provision
for maintaining peace and order in the Kalinga community. Aside from the
provision for strong unity, general pear-e and order is an important factor in
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...•."pr~rrtoiing the-social: order.i.Peace .and orderconditionswould provide the'
favorable environmentifor facilitating rharmonious social and economic .'

"interactionsamong the' viliages.)rifact, one ofthereasons for the institu- ".
. ' tion of pudon·· was to-acceleratecommerce-and trade' between villages~: .

Besides, .the exchange of goods andservices among villages for productive
purposes iselso.facilitated. .... . .. '. . .... ..... .'. .

. '. :··O~the. oth~r' hand, the breaking oithe pUdonwould .a\lt~triatically .
.' .>meanthe .desecration of.its .sacredvalueBy.consequence, the. two.contract

.·ing,vtllageslose 'allthepri~ileges formerly enjoyed by virtue oftheir pudon
·agreemerits;Bothpartieswoliidnot coi)sidereachotherasbtood .brothers·

. ' 'anYrilore;hu( aipotehtialeh,enites who might end up.fn-tribalwar. It is

.... ..•.. ar~ed,h()weyer,~thhatthis.;~ra~tic~iS·a.b·dy?amf·iC····te;le~~ritt Ofgtthhe pudPthn,
.. wheremore oftent an not Itlsacqntrlutlhgacorm.sren .ep.mg e .

...' ,pUd01( 'tradition. Historkal'expei-iencew.o~l4shb'Wthat.ruptures' in .the . >•.
piidon·ate 'quickly settled withrenewed ferV9r>Up'tOthis day,the pudon re-

:··mainsa livingtradition amoii'g th~Kaling~s.ltI~oes:without .saying,that with"
.. ,out thep~doriiristitution,'.therewouldbeno.trueKalingaasit exists today... " .. .' . . . ," "," . " - ".. '.- ....; .

, ,.....

..... ". The' other. 'living tra:ditibhofk~l1nga 'isth~;pangu iri~titution~ Termed
as-thefraditional economic organizatiopof'KaIinga,the pangu constitutes

,. ,toe corestructure ofthe Kalingaeconomy.vltIocuses on theinter-relation
'ships between the economyand 'ethersocialinstitutions.based on the kin
.shipstrticture.The pangUisusedalso to describethe community coopera
..... tion or'inut~alhelpespeciallyfo-rptoviding lab6rand. serViCes. needed at

somestages of economic' production'; •specifically in padi production.' The
.' '..... underlying .. principle is that .of giving help .orservices in the .expectation

.' .': of getting the same' in return later on: Through .this process, a network of
..' .. ' reciprocal iobligationsiexists .in. the village which act ". asa binding factor

among the villagers and villagemembers.. The pangUespecially in economic
•production mainly benefits the whole village unit. •The dominant practice
shows how land and other.productionfactors are organizedtomeet the com

... 'munity~sneeds through the cooperative-organizational process and egalita-
rian.rules of production." . . .. ' ;" .

i
:

· . The pangu. doe~ not only refer exclusivelyto the manipulation of eco-
nomic resources norto the conventional flow ofeconomic goods and ser
vicesv.Rather, the. pangu 'gives importance to the inter-relationships between .

., the soeialstructurs and :economicactivities. Therelationships, for example, .
. . of people with. one another in the processes .of production, consumption,

distribution and exchange are generally. the expression of kinship ties and
.community solidarity. Among the Kalingas, the cooperative spirit, manifested
· in "communality" and "community" permeating economic processes is an
expression of village community life. Most of the essential features of their.
economic organization depend mainly-on the availability of land and its phy
sicai characteristics..This is where; asidefrom its sacredness, .land is the most. '. "., ". ','.., ",... .
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. \ ..

.. '..valued property among the Kalingas because' of their almost basic dependence
... 'on the land that gives continuity and.' meaning -not only to economic pro-

duction but also to the socio-culturalsystems. . . .. .

An important characteristic ofthe economic 'system in Kalinga is the
organization of work which is derivedfromthe need to live or to provide
subsistence, the satisfaction In cooperative .labor .and conviviality,' the divi-

··sion of labor and specialization, the' pleasure and. gratification of-a reward
· and the drive for prestige. To the Kalinga, to live means to realize the con
cept of matago, "to be man is to work. in order to exist." This means that
the life of a KalingaIs a historicalprocess that is lived in sweat and hard'

. work, . from beginning to end, from birth to' death.rHe accepts such' a life '.
and lives more' or less comfortably; then he feels happy.and fulfilled, It is
in' this .philosophy .of life ~~at one often hears. him' say', "Man has neither
right to eat and drink nor to live .ifhe does not love to work." The amount
or work and' the time or efforts spent are equally ascribed according toone's'

· ability and capacity to .do work, where everybody does his part to contribute .
towards economic fulfillment.' .

Cooperative work 'over individualism is generally the rule in economic'
,. production and in social activities. People cooperate in different groups.

· according to the nature .of work. Ordinarily, cooperative work involved
· members of a' family and kin or. community neighbors, working side b'y side
in pursuing common agricultural activities .and other tasks: The pangu,

· being a cooperative endeavor, is one of.the most important work organiza
tions. The basic. work unit in the pangu is the family and kinshipalthough it
also embraces neighbors within the community and from' the other villages'.
Inter-village pangu. is what thepudon encourages forproductive endeavors. In: .'
the pangu, a person works in order to fulfHi asocial obligation to the. kinship

. : group Of family he or she belongs to, or to maintain prestige and social
· .status, In practice, thepangu work group is much more stimulating.and mote
.: emulating; t~us it 'often produces better quality and moreefficient.work.

. . As an -important. aspect of thevillage economy, pangu is. commonly
.practised .duringplanting orharvestingin the uma or in the payaw~ 'pangu
is also employed in the hauling oflumber from the forest, laying the founda-
tion of a house and common activities-that benefit the. community. .

;, .

Economic: o'rganizati~n among the KaJingasis obserVed also in 'processes ....
.. of' exchange and consumptionof goods and services that are done through.
· .gift-giving,.: barter" selling and. buying .of properties, arid credit and loan'
.practices. In all these economic activities, participation is open to everybody,
whether one is.a baknang: or' aiawa.Equal participationis the nile because

'! .•... itisa powerful bid. for loyaltyand cooperation for the promotion of village.
: :.community ~~lf~e~ '.. . . .. ." . .' ' .
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From the outset, it may be said then that the ,pangu in the Kalinga

economy is perfectly structured within a framework that, first, provides
opportunities for sharing in the products of labor, and second, strengthens
effective ties among kin groups and village.communities-both of which are
aimed at promoting economic productivity and social stability.

Policy Implication of Indigenization
on Rural Development , -.

In drawing out policy implications 'on using-indigenous institutions for
rural development, there are some vital issues that should be, further dis
cussed and researched on. Evidently, in the foregoing discussion, there is to
day a growing awareness among development planners of the Third World on
the value and significance of the doctrine of indigenization on development..

Indigenization has somehow contributed to the transformation of the
colonially-based rural development process into a more 'pragmatic one: The
experience of the last quarter of the century has shown particularly the cri
tical role of socio-cultural factors in the development process which indigeni
zation accords with utmost importance. As a result, human and social factors
have been recognized as substantial inputs in the .rural development equation
whose output cannot exclusively be measured in terms of the economic I

calculus of the GNP and per capita growth rates. Indigenization.ihowever,
does not advocate the discarding of the quantitative dimension of develop
ment, but re-focuses it in order to give equal consideration to non-economic
factors that seek to improve arid uplift the quality of life of the rural poor.

" '.: ' ; I:: '

. Today, the inability of planners and administrators to anticipatesocio
cultural problems during the planning and implementation stages is still .
evident. Frequently, planners of rural development make assumptions about
village life and the rural poor which are not always tenable. For example,
among planners,a widely held belief is thattraditional village people are not
likely to change and that .they offer resistance to whatever plans made for
their development." 8 This 'study argues that in policy formulation and deci
sion-making; 'resistance of people should betaken with the utmost serious
ness; it should not be hastily explained as ignorance and superstition. The
Kalinga people somehow resented this attitude displayed by some develop
ment agents to those Kalingas who actively reacted against the Chico Dam'
Project and other related rural development programs, like the'Masagana 99
technology and Family Planning. Neither can the unfavorable response of
the people be interpreted as actions reflective of their failure to properly
understand their own interest and the national development strategy. The
people argue that if they are made to .understand, instead, the superior

. wisdom of the programs at issue, vis-a-vis their local culture, then there is'no
reason for them not to start cooperating naturally. , '
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It goes without saying that a call for serious understanding of local
culture is an important point to consider in the formulation and analysis of
related rural development policies. Among indigenous communities like
Kalinga, knowledge and understanding of the dynamic processes of tradition
and modernization is a significant criterion in determining the success or
failure of rural development projects, especially government-initiated pro
jects. In Kalinga, the traditional framework of meaning is still highly valued
under strong stress of social conformity, while the traditional values of life
are on the other hand, being undermined towards a selective process of
adjustments and adaptation to some forces of modernization. In this regard,
it is imperative for a planner to envisage a strategy appropriate to policy
decision on rural development processes in indigenous communities.

It is further argued that poor planning and slow implementation of
most rural development programs are due not only to the inadequate under
standing of the village life but also to planners and administrators who have
tended to minimize the significance of local culture in rural development
planning and implementation.' 9 It is assumed that this argument may. be
attributed to the absence of national development policies giving adequate
and clear focus and emphasis on the socio-cultural dimension of rural devel
opment; or it is also possible that rural development planners and implemen
tors possess biased attitudes towards the rural poor, especially traditional
village people; or there is no methodology in understanding or knowing rural
poor and their local culture. .

These are just some of the many problems attributed to the conven
tional approaches to rural development which indigenization emphasizes
to eliminate or at least minimize. It is a fact that the intimate knowledge
of people and their culture remains the strength of indigenization. The
question is, how can traditional socio-cultural, economic and political
patterns be utilized to promote the goals of rural development? This ques
tion is closely related to the observation that rural development lies in its
more circumstantial depiction of the nature of the social and cultural con
text within which development inevitably will haveto take place." 0

It is in this strategy of development and rural development, for that
matter, where the role of indigenous institutions and values 'as an approach
may be put in perspective. It is said, for example, that

one of the most important policy questions in the introduction of social
change and development at the local level is the problem of how traditional
values and institutions can be harnessed to the purpose of development.4 1

In the case of the pudon and pangu institutions, they represent, in con
crete forms, the nature and characteristics of the Kalinga culture. In under
standing the Kalinga community, these institutions play a positive role,
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'" parlicul~ly,in their attempts to intr~duce social change anddevel()pmerit.
They are expressions of what constitute the'Kalinga community. Indigenous
,iilstitutionslike the pudon arid pangu tend to denigrate the significance of
, material well-being for human welfare. Aside from being sources of social
control, the concern for morebumen processes of development iswhat
makes these institutions relevant in terms' of' their social commitment.' In

,speaking of development for this upland community, an understanding and
"knowledgeo! ,the pudon and pangu systems should become the first: ap
proach. In the -description of these institutions, it was emphasized" that the

,concept of participatory development is the key element in the community
structure. Participatory development, as practised by the Kalinga, isregarded

, as the foundation .of the Kalinga community. Operationally, itis the village
" leaders, (papangat) and the holders of the peace pact(mangdon attey pudon)

,that hold and possess the highest power and authority in the governance
.of the community ,in terms of mobilizing the people in their capacity for' .'
activeInvolvement in the decision-making process and in the allocation of '
resources. In' this, regard, the ,. strong authority of the papangat ariel the
mangdon attey pudon could be invoked to assist development programs in

, the area. " '

There had been attempts where thepudonand thepangu~ereinvoked "
to help promote other fields of interest. This was observed in-the area during ,
the American period. The American government thenfolloweda constuc
.tive administrative policy with particular attention paid to the special needs'

.." of the Kalinga population. This policy was evident during the .admiriistration
Of Walter Franklin Hale who, as governor of Kalinga (1906·1910); declared

,that, his government was kind, just and fair, and that it was'established to
protect the Kalinga laws ,and property. -His administration was committed '
to, the settlement-of peace and order among the warring tribes through the

,pudon, " and' ,to the acceleration of the' cultivation' of rice and planting of ,
coffee trees through theparigu' system. On its part; Hale's administnitiori' '..
provided' for iron tools to the cultivators then who were using wooden tools :
to construct riceterfaces.' This explained the collaborative efforts of the
Americans and the Kalinga people inthe general governance of the area at
that time. If only this same approach had been applied in the introduction
of. the proposed Chico Projectcthe Masagan~ 99 orrice agricultureand the

,FamilyPlanning, program, then, there would have been no reason for the
, ' Kalinga people not to give,support to these programs; , . ' ,

, " The Philippine GovemiIient h~ no doubt expressed its commitment to "'
',bring development to the rural areas and to promote rural development that "
"conforms "with the doctrine of indigenization (human and social develop- ,

ment).. The 1974.77 DevelopmentPhln, for example, states that "man'
, remains the ultimate ,target of development; thus social development com

plements all other',effortsof'qevelopment:"The1978·82 Philippine Devel-.
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,.opment Plan further .states that this commitment to human meaning of
.development should be realized by "promoting self-reliance among the most
deprived groups to transform them from being mere recipients of economic
benefits into becomingcontributors to economic growth.?" 2, This has been

, called the ultimate direction, towards enablingcommunities in searching for,
.discovering and identifying opportunities.rand utilizing resources for coping
with common concerns.f ! Operationally; this direction means popular par
ticipation in development defined in terms of active involvement at all levels,
and sharing not only of duties but also of power and privileges. This process

, is achieved first through coordinativemechanisms to serve as the communi
cation link between the different politico-administrative structures and the
people' at the grassroots, ami second, through government-sponsored rural
organizations, ' ' '

• Nowhere in the Philippine Development Plan can you find, however,
lines stating the utilization of indigenous institutions as a strategy or an alter-

, ,native approach to promote rural development goals. Although the Plan has
given hew ,urgency to programs for self-reliance, this is far from being real
ized. This shortcoming is due to the fact that the rural development process
is strongly structured and linked to politico-bureaucratic systems. One of the

, considerations for policy formulation and analysis is the role of indigenous
, , institutions in eliminating such politico-bureaucratic elements in the develop-

.ment process. ' "

, The suggestion of this' study to use indigenous institutions as an .ap
proach to rural .development may follow the "partnership" concept stated
by President Ferdinand Marcos where the role' ofthe government is repre
sented when the poor are organized to articulate their interest and to parti-

, cipate jn government.t " However, indigenization does not encourage the
, government as an organizer; rather, it should play the role of'a stimulator'

.. in the process through the utilization of indigenous institutions. This brings
out the major challenge of evolving or installing, '

a process' in which people in local communities are made to realize that the
capacity for change and improvement are in their hands, that they are capable
of self-management and that collectively they can' chart their future com-
'munity,life according to thei~ desired directions.4 5 ,..'

A related question to this challenge: What about institutionalizing .indige
" nous institutions as an approach to rural development? , '

Institutionalizing Indigenous Institutioris in Rural Development
. . ".'. . .' ,

The need to institutionalize the lise of indigenous institutio~ as an
approach to rural development calls for a rationale that deals with problems
and solutions affecting the, promotion of. social development goals; the
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objective of which is to enhance and insure the benefits of development
to the rural poor. Oftentimes, the lack of institutionalization limits the social
access of the poor to the decision-makingprocess, and consequently, to their
deprivation of service benefitsdue to the conventional "incremental policy
development projects; to ensure their continuity and assure client of sus
tained attention to their needs.?" 7 In more explicit terms, "external. linkages

. of the project are crucial to project life from planning to implementation as
linkages 'with national and local political organizations and leaders or with in
fluential parliamentary committees.'?" 8 A study noted that linkage is a "more
significant variable than autonomy in promoting rural development."49

In .this light, it can be said that institutionalization may lead to a consti
tutionally-based rural development planning and implementation, giving
central value to understanding the nature of rural society and the consider-
able capacities of rural people as potential partners in national development •
efforts. In describing indigenous systems. as an approach to community re-
source management, the narrow emphasis given by planners and policy
makers to strictly technical and' .macroeconomic factors, and their neglect
of institutional aspects of 'rural development"! 0 can be a paradox of con-
temporary development. The conviction that:effective planning must be
appropriately tailored to the constraints in-rural .areas cannot be under-
estimated. It is argued, for example,

that simple procedures and usable techniques do assist policy-makers and
administrators in analyzing their problems but that the temptation to intro
duce even more complex requirements and measures, more elaborate models
and more sophisticated analytical tools in many cases, simply paralyze
activity. 5 1

The. traditional arguments that local cultures and traditions and indi
genous system conflict with 'modern (development) values and technology
and that most development planners and policy administrators have callous ..
attitude on the relevance of these systems in the development process, are
no longer plausible these days in view of the emergence of various studies
on the indigenization ideology. The experiences of some developing coun-
tries in institutionalizing indigenous institutions in rural development pro
grams/projects only show that indigenous technology and modern develop-
ment technology can be very compatible.

In Malaysia, for example, one of the provisions for rural development
efforts is to evolve a more participatory structure in the planning and im-

.plementation of rural development projects. The aim is to mobilize the
active participation of the Kampung (village) community in the aggregation·
of grassroots needs and demands through the utilization of traditional rural
institutions, like the tolong menolong which is a self-help or village coopera
tion and responsibility projects. The tolong menolong is a tradition8:1 mutual
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work aid or cooperation among work parties which is still strongly practised
by the Kampung communities. The voluntary cooperation and strong sup
port provided led to the national government leadership's commitment to
restructure the tolong menolong and other indigenous system into more
viable economic institutional linkages and aids to rural development. 5

2 The
pattern of indigenization in Indonesia parallels that of Malaysia where the
village people are integrated into the administrative planning process through
the institutionalization of the gotong royong, similarly understood as a
mutual assistance and cooperative workgroup. It normally involves activi
ties related to the promotion of social welfare program focused on service
delivery.

Taiwan's program on agricultural development is also known for its
old indigenization policy. It was described as .

• the combination of its practical knowledge of local institutions, its attention
to details, and its painstaking supervision of research and extension work
that made the government so influential in guiding Taiwan's agricultural
development. 53

Two prominent indigenous institutions play significant role in the
country's progressive agricultural modernization, namely, the nokai and
pao-chia. The nokai is a traditional farmers' association. Chia ia a group of
a dozen or more households which in turn are grouped into village units,
called pao. These local traditional institutions provide the mechanism by
which the government carries out extension programs. Their activities are
given continuity through sustained research programs that have impressively
generated innovative measures which are responsive to the needs of the
grassroots farmers.

In the case of Thailand, the traditional pattern of governance which is
described as a personalized organizational arrangement in the Thai bureau
cracy is still a dominant element in the efficient administration of rural

. development.! 4

In the Philippines, the call to institutionalize indigenous institutions
remains a challenge. Evidently, there are only sporadic attempts at invoking
the principle of some indigenous institutions. For example, the Zanjera has
been recognized by the National Irrigation Authority (NIA) as a viable
approach in winning the support and cooperation of Ilocano farmers in the
construction of irrigation projects. The Zanjera is a traditional irrigation
organization among Ilocano farmers. For many decades, the Zanjera has
demonstrated its potentials in the managerial and technical maintenance
of irrigation systems. At the present times, it is still strongly practiced
among· the Ilocano farmers in the Ilocos region, Cagayan, Isabela and
Mindanao.
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. In the; case' of. the Kalinga pudon institution, there has been little ..
recognition on. the part of some government agencies of its latent potentials .

. for' politically .oriented "value negotiations" as. exemplified jn the .Chico .
.River. Dam' controversy in the 1970's. The Presidential Assistance on Natio- .'

. rial Minorities (PANAMIN) arid the National Power Corporation (NAPOCOR), .
for example, tried to collaborate with Kalinga tribal leaders and holdersof . .
the pudon in bringing about solutions to the dam problem through meetings'
and dialogues. The military in the Kalinga area who were mandated toassist .
.thePANAMIN and NAPOCOR, were interested in codifying the pudon. This"

· tripartiteieffortdid not produce substantially impressive results and positive ..
impact in terms of winning the confidence andsupport of the Kalinga com
munityvEvidentlyxone Of the root causes of the crisis remains tobea
problem of reconciliation between the technocratic concept of development
advocated by' the government. and the meaning of development as unders- .'
toodby the Kalinga community. Apparently for. this reason, the suspension
of the Chico River Project. was called by the NAPOCOR to give more room.
for research on this subject and other relatedresearch areas. ..

. . While the pango remains to be. an important variable' in understanding .
the meaning of development as conceived by theKalingas.jt has never been

.. seriously considered -. in .the, feasibility component of the dam project as well·'
as in thenegotiation process. Since' the dam controversy isprimarilyecono

. mic in nature, this will give.thepengoan importantrolein the dam project
.implementation as well in the total development process; ..' ..

, . " ". ',. . ..., .'

Likewise, the success of otherrural development projects like the con- '.
struction of irrigation systems;Masagana:~9andFamily Planning i's highly

." affected. by the decision processes and structures of the pudon and pango.
· For example; pudon holders are called tomakedecisionsaffecting boundary

conflicts, Iabor force, resource allocation. and water' distributionrequire
ments on irrigation. projects that cover .two or. more villages. The pudon. a.lso···
provides for the maintenance 'of Irrigation projects governed by the pango

.. cooperative spirit in both the village and Inter-village levels. Similar, decision-
· making processes andsocio-political pressures. apply to the conflictresolu-.;

tion that arises, from .the technical content .. of' the Masagana99. and. the .
Family Planning vis-a-vis the indigenous doctrine Of the pudonand pango
systems. Presumably;'''conflict'managelllent''in'the rural development

'. process was' one of the rationale behind the institutionalization of 'the tolong
menolong in-.Malliysla, theroyonggotong in Indonesia and th~ pao-chia

.. in Taiwan. .... .. ' .

. :Giventheparalleli~mbetweenthe jjudo~ andpa~gOonthe one h~nd; .
.and tolong-menolong, royong go tong and pao-chia, on the other; a callfor' an
institutionalization policy does not only mean.recognizing thepotentialsof:
indigenous' institutions and local cultures andtraditions for developmentbut ... '
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(3)

. (2)

(4) .

..

also giving them constitutional attributes. With these,they can assume a
policy status. Going back to the definition of the institutionalization process
mentioned earlier, it can be said that the lack of active, concerned represent-

. ative IOGal groups in the planning and· implementation of rural projects as
well as the absence of intermediate links (i.e., indigenous. institutions) be
ween policy-makers· and intended beneficiaries have led to disastrous conse-.
quences in most developing countries.! 5 -. The. success of these rural develop
ment projects with strong political and administrative support at the national
level depends in .large measure on the general support of local organizations,
whether government or private or indigenous, in rural areas. 5 6

. . .

Studies on indigenous institutions and traditional cultures are useful
to development planners' and policy-makers because these studies are likely
to reveal concepts,' principles, techniques' and practices which previously .
had been callously .considered. These studies. Will enhance our knowledge
on and aid' us in our continuing search for alternative approaches to rural
development. . .

Conclusion

. Attempts at .institutionalizing the use of indigenous institutions as an
approach to rural development entail careful' planning in relation to the
following considerations: . . .

(1) . implications of the indigenization ideology and the indigenization
process to the existing politico-economic (bureaucratic) structure,
to the current development structures, .plans .and priorities, and
to the present development planners and policy and decision·
makers,

the diversity of' ethnic .communitie·s··and.' various social groups in
the Philippines, .

formulation of a. feasible methodology. on proper blending of'
modern development. technology .and indigenous elements in the
indigenization process, and,· . .

adoption of an ethical approach .governing the values; goals, and
interest of both conventional development models and theindige-
nization approach. . '. '.. .

.Whate~er .the term institutionalization means, it does not necessarily
. denote nationalizing. the use. of indigenous institutions as· a "blueprint"

approach for. there' may be many of them corresponding to' the diversity of
ethnic' and social groups spread over and within the Philippine archipelago.

. Rather, it meansnationalizing indigenous institutions in terms of the ex-
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pression of political will spelled out in, the constitution by the national
leadership. This entails serious reconsideration and reexamination of the
potentials, values and elements of these, indigenous institutions that are
relevant in transforming the various development approaches.
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